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Abstract

A correlation has been established between the improvement of the energy confinement time tg
observed in some plasma regimes on the Dlll-D tokamak (VH modes & shear reversed discharges)
and a geometrical characteristic of the plasma column: the Pfirsch-Schluter-like factor l + 2q2,
which multiplies the moment of inertia of the magnetic configuration.

Such a quantity is generated by the compression that the flux tubes suffer going from the
external to the internal part of the torus. Therefore the configurations in which the module of the
total magnetic field IBI is more constant upon the magnetic surfaces (near omnigeneous
configurations) show a lower value of the moment of inertia.

The geometric parameter l + 2q determines the transient and steady state behaviour of the

plasma rotation under the assumption that the anomalous parallel viscosity vj^ is greater that the

neoclassical one v ^ c . In this way, also the profile of the VAB part of the radial electric field Er

(and his absolute value) is influenced by the magnetic configuration.
The radial electric field, or, at least, his radial derivative, is invoked by many authors as a

principal factor in reducing the turbulence (and so the anomalous transport) in magnetically
confined plasmas.

In particular, on the DIII-D machine, the highly elongated and triangular plasma discharges
that evolve toward the VH-mode show a lower value of the l + 2q quantity and a higher level of

the radial electric field; al'o the shear reversed profiles tend to lower l + 2q in the central region
of the plasma column, driving towards very high values of the electric field within the reversal
region.

Keywords: (TOKAMAK, MAGNETIC CONFIGURATIONS, HIGH CONFINEMENT REGIMES, PLASMA
ROTATION)

Riassunto

Si e' stabilita una correlazione tra il miglioramento del tempo di confinamento dell'energia tg
osservato in alcuni regimi di plasma sull'esperimento tokamak DIII-D (modi VH e scariche di
plasma con il profilo radiale non monotono del fattore di sicurezza q) ed una caratteristica
geometrica della colonna di plasma: il fattore di tipo Pfirsch-Schlùter l + 2q2, che moltiplica il
momento d'inerzia della configurazione magnetica.

Tale quantità' e' prodotta dalla compressione che i tubi di flusso subiscono passando dalla parte
esterna alla parte interna del toro. Ne consegue che ogni configurazione in cui il modulo del
campo magnetico totale IBI sia quasi costante su di una superficie magnetica (configurazioni
quasi-omnigenee) presenta un valore più1 basso del momento d'inerzia.

Il fattore geometrico l + 2q determina l'evoluzione temporale della rotazione sia nella fase

transiente che allo stato stazionario sotto l'assunzione che la viscosità' parallela anomala vA sia

maggiore di quella neoclassica v j ^ . In tal modo anche il profilo della parte del campo elettrico

radiale Er dovuta al contributo VAB della rotazione e' influenzato dalla struttura della
configurazione magnetica.

Molti autori considerano il campo elettrico radiale (o almeno la sua derivata radiale) come un
fattore decisivo al fine di ridurre la turbolenza (ed il trasporto anomalo ad essa associato) nei
plasmi confinati magneticamente.

In particolare, le scariche di plasma del tokamak DIII-D caratterizzate da alti valori di
elongazione e triangolarita' sono le uniche capaci di evolvere verso i modi VH e mostrano un
valore particolarmente basso di l + 2q associato ad un alto livello del campo elettrico radiale;

anche i profili di q non monotoni tendono ad abbassare l + 2q2 nella zona centrale della colonna
di plasma, producendo valori molto alti del campo elettrico nella regione in cui la derivata radiale
di q cambia di segno.
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CORRELATION AMONG PLASMA ROTATION,
MAGNETIC CONFIGURATIONS AND IMPROVED
CONFINEMENT REGIMES ON THE DIII-D
TOKAMAK

1 - INTRODUCTION

The Very High Confinement Regime (VH-mode) on the DIH-D tokamak is typically obtained in
plasma discharges with Neutral Beam Injection (NBI) heating [1]. Such plasma pulses provide

global energy confinement times (Tg) that exceed up to a factor of 4 [2,3] than the energy
confinement times expected from the Low Confinement Regime (L-mode) [4]. A necessary
condition in order to obtain the VH mode in DIII-D is the strong shaping of the plasma column.
As a matter of fact, the VH-mode is observed only in shots [1-3] that are characterised by high

elongation (K=b/a > 2) and high triangularity (5 = 0.7+0.8).

The VH phase shows a profile of radial electric field Er which is quite different from the one
observed during the H-mode. In particular, the region where the shear of the radial electric
field is strong is much more extended [4]: in the VH-mode it encompasses the range of

normalised minor radii 0.6 < p < 1, whereas in the H regime the high shear is limited within

0.85 < p < 1. Also the absolute value of the radial electric field Er is higher in the external part
of the plasma column.

There are theories [5,6] that invoke the shear of Er (i.e. the variation of Er along the minor
radius) to explain the decrease of the anomalous transport observed during the VH-modes and,
more generally during the improved confinement regimes. In fact, another evidence of the
correlation between the radial electric field and the lowering of the thermal conductivity is
provided by the reversed safety factor q profile discharges in DIII-D [7] and in other tokamak
devices [8,9,10]: in all such cases a transport barrier located close to the shear reversal is
observed; correspondingly very large values of the plasma rotation speed and radial electric field
are measured in the central region of the plasma column.

A correlation has been found [11] on DIII-D VH-mode discharges between the increase of the

poloidal beta (3p (along with the energy confinement time TE) and a geometrical property of the

plasma configuration : the ratio of the parallel Pfirsch-Schliiter current density JPS and the



perpendicular diamagnetic current density JD|A, which is an estimate of the geodesic curvature of
the magnetic field lines. The strong shaping of the plasma cross-section provides a lower value

(averaged upon a magnetic surface). The interpretation of such a correlation is

that the VH-mode plasmas are closer to the omnigeneity (IBI=const.), and so the reduced
compression that the flux tubes suffer going from the external to the internal side of the torus
decreases the value of the Pfirsch-Schliiter current with respect to the diamagnetic current.

The geodesic curvature can influence the transport through the reduction of the moment of

inertia 1 + 2q [12] of the magnetic configuration. This reduction is due to the same mechanism

that lowers the quantity ( JPS /JDIA)' i-e- t n e reduced compression of the flux tubes. This implies

that strongly shaped plasmas have higher rotation velocities, with the same momentum source
(e.g. tangent NBI), and therefore can generate stronger radial electric fields and achieve a better
stabilization of the turbulent transport.

The paper is organized as follows.

In Section 2 the equations governing the rotations of the plasma column are derived in the
framework of the neoclassical theory and the effect of magnetic surface geometry is pointed out.

In Section 3 the experimental corripondence between the increased radial electric field and the
reduced values of the plasma moment of inertia is shown both for the VH-mode discharges as
well as for the case of non-monotonic q profiles.

Finally Section 4 is devoted to the conclusions.

2 - ELECTRIC FIELD AND PLASMA ROTATION: EQUATION FOR Vj.

The radial electric field E,- is generated by the ion pressure gradient and by the plasma rotation
[13]:

where nj is the density of the ion species and Zj its charge number, e is the electron charge, Pi is

the ion pressure, B is the total magnetic field and v is the first order neoclassical fluid velocity
[12,13].

In the following only the V A B part of the radial electric field, E * A B = - ( V A B Ì , will be

considered, since we are interested in observing the difference between H and VH-modes and

the contribution of VPj to the electric field is significant [14] only in the external part of the



plasma cross-section ( i.e. for normalized minor radius p > 0.85). On the other hand, the strong

Er difference between H and VH-modes is observed in the region between 0.6 < p < 0.8, i.e.
the last 20 cm of the minor radius on the midplane in DIII-D. Moreover the plasma rotation is
measured on DIII-D by the Charge Exchange Recombination (CER) diagnostics [15] which

observes the impurities (typically CVI) : strong differences appear on the value of the poloidal
rotation speed vp when observing the bulk ions or the impurity ions [16]. On the other hand,

for p < 0.8-*-0.85, the toroidal rotation speed v^ provides the dominant contribution to the radial

electric field and its value is almost insensitive to the observed ion species.

The module of the v A B part of the electric field is simply connected to the plasma motion

orthogonal to the magnetic field lines (vx): IÉI-Ag = v±B; therefore an equation of motion for

Vj_ has to be derived in order to assess the influence that the magnetic configuration has upon
the electric field profile.

The first order neoclassical fluid velocity v (which lies on a flux surface) can be decomposed as
a motion along the field lines and a rigid toroidal rotation [12,17]:

v = K(\|/)B + G(\|/)RE(]) (2)

where [13,18]:

K ( ¥ ) = _ P - T i (3)

and:

B (4)

Therefore the electric field can be expressed as lÉL^ oc G(vj/) R Bp.

Here R is the distance from the symmetry axis of the cylindrical co-ordinate (R, <(>, Z), Bp and

B<)> are the poloidal and toroidal components of the total magnetic field and \\f is the poloidal flux

- — — c*. ~
divided by 2n, i.e. Bp = V<)> A V\|/ = — A VV|/, e^ being the toroidal unit vector. Two relations

R

can be derived from eq.(2), under the assumption that the flow is incompressible ( V • v = 0):

= K(\| /)(B2} + G(v)I(V|/) (5a)
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G(\|/)(R2) (5b)

where I(\|/)=RB(|); v» and v$ are the parrallel and toroidal components of v; the symbol <...>
means the standard surface average of the neoclassical theory [13].

The equation of motion for G(\|/) is derived starting from the momentum equation [12,19]:

Pm V P V S j + J A B + F C X +F e x t (6)
en

where pm is the mass density, P is the total scalar kinetic pressure, J is the total plasma current,

Fcx =-pmvcxv is the charge exchange viscous force and Fext =Fext(PNBJ)è,j, is the force

source imparted by the beam. Here vcx is the charge exchange viscosity and PNBI is the neutral
beam power which is injected tangentially.

The ion stress tensor Sj is assumed to be composed by a neoclassical part and an anomalous

one, i.e. 7tj = SNC + 7CA, where 7tNC [12,13] has the following proprieties :

(7a)

( ^ N C ) (7b)

V||NC being the neoclassical parallel viscosity. The anomalous part is assumed to have the form:

V • nA = pmvA • v = pm(vH
AvM + v ^ v j (8)

where vA and v^ are the parallel and perpendicular anomalous viscosities.

Taking the scalar product of eq.(6) with B and Rè^ one obtains the following equations for the

parallel and toroidal speeds (here and in the following the magnetic configuration is assumed to
be time independent) :

m
- Pmveff(vtlB) + (FextB<)) (9)

-pmveff(v^R} - P m A v A / ^ \ G ( M / ) +(RFext) (10)
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Here Jext is any external source of current (e.g. the fast ion prompt losses due to the NBI),
veff = vcx + vi* ' s the effective parallel viscosity and AvA = v* - vt

A is the anisotropy of the
anomalous viscosity.

Some remark has to be made about the assumption used in deriving the eqs.(9-10). First of all,
the introduction of a net momentum source Fex t proportional to PNBI is needed in order to
account for the experimental evidence of strong toroidal rotation even in the central part of the
plasma column. In fact, the only other source in eq.(10) is represented by the fast ion prompt

losses (the term in Jext ) which affect only the plasma edge. Moreover, if only the neoclassical
part of the ion stress tensor is considered (no anomalous viscosity), it is not possible to explain

the experimentally observed decay of v$ when PNBI is turned off, since veff reduces to vcx and

the charge exchange viscosity is negligible except for the very external region of the plasma
column : in this case eq.(10) implies that the toroidal rotation in the central zone should not

decay at all. It is easy to prove, by using eq.(5b), that, also if v* - vA = vA, the anisotropy

term in eq.(10) is small providing that ( R 2 W R 2 B 2 / B 2 \ « 1 : this is the case, since such a

quantity is of order 1/q2. Therefore the effect of AvA will be neglected in the following.

The equations for G(\|M) and K(\y,t) can be derived by using eqs.(5) :

( l ib)

Eq.(llb) is equivalent to the one derived by Hirshman in Ref.[12] for the poloidal rotation

speed; as a matter of fact [ ( R 2 ) ( B 2 ) - I2(\|/)l = (l + 2q2) ( B 2 ) ( R 2 ) , where :

1- (12)

The quantity 1 + 2q2 is the increment of the moment of inertia of the toroidal plasma due to the
compression of the flux tubes going from the external to the internal side of the torus [12,20]

and it depends upon the details of the magnetic configuration. Fig.l shows that the ratio 2q2/q2

has a radial behaviour very close to the quantity :
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[11] both for almost circular and for strongly shaped plasma equilibria.

This confirms that the physics which is responsible for the generation of the Pfirsch-Schluter
parallel currents is the same which causes the increase of the plasma moment of inertia; therefore

a magnetic configuration closer to the omnigeneity (IBI ~ constant) should be less rotation
resilient.

In order to obtain the explicit forms of the equations for G(\|/,t) and K(\|/,t), one has to
substitute eqs.(9-10) in eqs.(l 1). The result is the following :

^ + Pm(aveff (14a)

(14b)

The sources SK and Sr, are :
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S K = S

S = ( e X t ) ( >

and the quantity a is defined as

1

where <a2>=q2<Bp><R2>/<B2> is roughly equal to the surface average of the square of the

minor radius, at least in the external region of the plasma column.

The solution for G(\|/,t) is found by solving the partially coupled system of linear differential
eqs.(14):

(17,
"m

The two characteristic times for the quantity K and G appear in the solution:

y,rc

Veff

( R 2 ) , .

The solution for K(y,t) is simply K(\j/,t) = K0(l - e"t/TR) with Ko = ISKxK/pm(B2^a and

exhibits just the characteristic time TK.

On the other hand G(\|/,t) is composed by a transient part which is dependent on both xG and xK,

and by another part which evolves exponentially with a characteristic time tG=l/veff. There are

some interesting limits of eq.(17) fort » xG. In the case where the neoclasical parallel viscosity

is dominant (i.e. v|fc » veff, so that xG » xK): and SG = SK (as in the usual tokamak equilibria,

see Eq. (15)) one obtains :

G(\|/,t»xG)s %
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This is just the solution of eq.(10) for the toroidal velocity and does not show any dependence

upon the geometrical factor a.

On the other hand, if the anomalous parallel viscosity is large (veff » v*0, so that xG = xK), the
asymptotic value of the perpendicular velocity is :

G(\|/,t»xG) =
1 NC

Pmavef f

v,r rsK

Oc(B2) - sG
s,G (19)

where the second approximation holds due to the fact that ISKI < ISGI. In this case the geometry

influences the behaviour of G (and so of the radial electric field) with a factor I/a.

3 - COMPARISON WITH THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA OF THE HIGH
CONFINEMENT DIII-D DISCHARGES

The evaluation of the V A B contribution to the radial electric field (on the midplane) has been
performed by using the rotation data coming from the CER diagnostics [15] which observes

typically the CVI impurity. Such a diagnostics is able to measure both the poloidal and the
toroidal rotation velocities and is operative in the majority of the NBI heated DIII-D plasma
discharges. The rotation data are elaborated by the code ENERGY [15] in order to take into
account the shape of the magnetic surfaces, as computed by the MHD reconstructive equilibrium

code EFITD [21]. The evaluation of the q2 quantity has been performed by the MBC code [22],
interfaced with the outputs of EFITD, including also the Motional Stark Effect (MSE) data
[23,24].

In order to compare H and VH-mode shots, the measured E, AB is averaged in the region of

strong shear of the electic field (0.6<p<0.8), excluding the VPj dominated edge (p>0.85). In
this way we define the quantity :

l r = ̂ [Er§(p = 0.6) + Er§(p = 0.8)] (20)

which in the following will be assumed to be representative of the average radial electric field in
the plasma region in which H and VH-modes show the greatest difference in Er. On the other

hand, an estimate of the value of the a quantity (eq.(16)) in the external region of the plasma
column is provided by :
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- . I % Jo.6<p<O.9S
f 2 | ( 2 1 )
l n J0 6<p<0.95

where the volume average symbol {...} is defined as :

f^-dp
06 P

1 J06<p<0.95 ~ 0.95 ITT \H)

i ^
06

V(p) being the plasma volume enclosed within the magnetic surface labelled by the normalized

minor radius p. Concerning the comparison between H and VH discharges, the analysis has
been focused on couples of DIII-D shots with the same level of total toroidal current Ip and
(possibly) with the same injected NBI power. The Ip spans from 1.3 to 2 MA and PNBI from 6
to 14 MW.

A clear correlation seems to appear between the higher values of Er measured during the VH

shots and the lower value of a* which characterises them. In Figs.2-3 an example is given for
shots #75121 (VH) and #75984 (H), both with Ip = 1.6 MA.

The correlation is present at every level of plasma current, even though the most impressive
VH-modes are produced at Ip=1.6 MA. The difference in Er between H and VH shots is
already observed at the beginning of the Neutral Beam Injection pulse, well before the VH
phase starts; furthermore the time evolution of the radial electric field appears quite different: Er

saturates quickly in the H discharges but continues to grow in the VH-mode shots. The ratio of
the values of Er between VH and H-mode reaches a factor of more than 2. The estimate of a*
shows a difference between H and VH shots also before the NBI pulse, that spans from 10% to
more than 30% depending upon the elongation of the H-mode discharge. During the additional
heating, such a difference slightly increases, due to the higher value of the poloidal beta
achieved in the VH-mode shots.

Therefore the effect of the magnetic configuration upon the radial electric field seems to be

stronger than the one expected from the model of Sect.2 (G(\|/,t»TG ) oc l/a). Furthermore the

characteristic time of the Er evolution (tG=l/veff) is longer during the VH-modes, implying that

also the anomalous viscosity is influenced by the a factor via the turbulence suppression, due to

the increased electric field. Taking into account that G(v|/,t»xG) oc l/(aveff), the a dependence

of Er should be more than linear. In this way a positive feedback between the increased electric
field and the global energy confinement time (via the magnetic configuration effect) may be
responsible for the good plasma performances observed during the VH phase.
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Fig.2: Time behaviour of the quantity a (a) andofthe averarage radial electric field Er (b)fora VH-mode DIH-
D discharge #75121 (solid line) with Ip=1.6 MA, BQ=2.1 T and P^B/=8 MW, and for an H-mode discharge

#75984 (dashed line) with lp=1.6 MA, B^2.1 Tand PNBI=10 MW.

SHOT 75121 SHOT 75984

o

Fig. 3: Flux surface contours for the two DIII-D discharges of Fig.2, in which also the measurement positions of
the MSE diagnostics are shown. The H-mode shot (#75984) is a Single Nulls configuration less elongated and
less triangular (K=1.8, 6=0.4) with respect to the VH-mode (#75121), which is a Double Nulls configuration

with K=2.2 and 5=0.84.
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Fig.4: Radial profiles of the toroidal current density (JQ) and of the safety factor q togheter with the flux surfaces

(showing also the MSE measurement positions) for the VH-mode discharge #78132 at t=2.6 sec (a) and for the
reversed shear discharge #83721 at t=L65 sec (b).
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Fig.5: Profiles of EV
f
 AB (a) and 2q21 q2 (b) vs. the normalized radius pfor a VH-mode (shot #78132 at t=2.6

sec) and for a corresponding reversed shear discharge (shot #83721 at t=1.65 sec). The error bars of the CER
diagnostics is also shown for the non-monotonic q profile case.

There are other kinds of DIII-D discharges with large improvements of TE that provide good
examples of the influence of the magnetic geometry on the plasma transport via the radial electric
field. In particular, a radial validation of the model is found by analysing the shots with strongly
reversed magnetic shear. Discharges in which a reversed q profile (q95 = 6, qaxis ~ 4.5, qmjn =
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2.5) is sustained for more than 1 sec have been obtained on DO-D at low plasma density by
operating the NBI during the ramp-up of Ip [7]. The shape of the plasma cross section is typical

of the VH-modes (high K and 8). In Fig.4 the EFTTD equilibrium reconstruction for a shear
reversed discharge and for a corresponding VH-mode are shown.

When the NBI power is increased (during the flat-top of Ip), the reversed q profiles shots show

a transport barrier located at p = 0.5 (close to the shear reversal) with very low effective heat

conductivity %eff in the central region of the plasma column, in which record values of ion

temperature and radial electric field are measured. In Fig.5 the behaviour of E , A B and 2q2/q2

versus p is shown for a reversed shear shot and is compared with a VH-mode shot. The 2q2/q2

profile is VH-like in the external zone, but in the central region it is lower by a large factor with
respect to the VH-mode, corresponding to an electric field and a plasma rotation that are

strongly peaked for p < 0.5 and largely exceed the level of the VH discarges.

4 - CONCLUSIONS

The correlation between the improved transport observed in some plasma regimes of DIII-D and
the geodesic curvature (parameter a) seems to be connected to the plasma rotation and therefore
to the radial electric field, provided that an anomalous parallel viscosity is present. Such a
viscosity is needed also in order to account for the observed time evolution of the toroidal
rotation speed.

In the VH-modes the effect is stronger than the one predicted by the theory ( « I / a ) ; this fact

could indicate that the parameter a influences also the anomalous viscosity, producing a
"positive feedback" : a lower value of the geodesic curvature allows for faster plasma rotation

(and a larger v A B radial electric field) with the same level of NBI; an E,- greater than a critical
value stabilizes the plasma turbulence, improving the thermal transport and lowering the

anomalous viscosity which, in turns, increases the Er itself (E,- oc l/(aveff)). In this way a

positive feedback loop gets closed. This conclusion is enforced by the characteristic time of

change of Er (Tc=l/Veff) which is found to be longer in the VH-modes.

The lower a parameter which is obtained in the centre of shear reversed profile discharges
exhibits larger Er near the magnetic axis and so provides a "radial" validation of the model.

The following picture of the improved transport regimes of tokamak plasmas seems to appear.
The additional heating (the NBI in this case) tends to increase the turbulence level of the plasma
(and the correlated anomalous transport): this phenomenon causes the confinement degradation
with the injected power. On the other hand, if the same additional heating is able to act also as a
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net momentum source, the induced plasma rotation can provide an electric field which seems to
be able to stabilize the plasma turbulence. The quality of the confinement regime which is
obtained in a tokamak discharge is given by the balance between those opposite effects of the
additional heating. In this framework the magnetic configuration plays a key role, since a low
value of the geodesic curvature can allow to obtain a high rotation speed with a moderate level
of injected power. As it has been shown in Ref.[25], the strong shaping of the plasma column

(low aspect ratio, high elongation and triangularity) can help in obtaining very low level of the a
parameter.
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